Title word cross-reference

3 [DOB21], d [KK23a], K
[AAJ22, SDDB24], K [TH21], μ [TH21], n
[REP22], n × n [DT21], t [ZH21].

-Anonymity-Based [AAJ22]. -Aware
[EMHF19]. -Based [ELCS20].
-Identification [SDDB24]. -Regular
[KK23a]. -th [REP22].
.eu [GPLK22].

1 [SSM24]. 1-D [SSM24]. 1.0 [GM23]. 10
[AMZ20]. 11 [FC19]. 17-Generations
[IHMG22]. 1800 [DMZ19]. 19
[ABSG21, AAN21, AA21a, BCT21, CBRS21, CYC21, CQWC22, CTM22a,
Del21, ESB20, FFVP21, GNGHEM21,
GFPD21, HGF21, Kra20, MPG20, OFV21,
RRLT20, RFSOHB21, SG21b, TC21,
WKD22, YWLY22, YHN21, dCMA21]. 1st
[RFSOHB21].

2 [CR21, LSS22]. 2.0
[DPR21, ERBL12, GM23, NPB12, NB12,
PR12, RMB+12, Whe09]. 2020 [CR21]. 230
[DMZ19]. 2D [GNGL23]. 2LCCM
[SNZ21].

3 [KHC23, LRD23, LB23]. 3-D [LB23]. 3.0
[BM23, DV23, FMA23, FHS10]. 32-Bit
[MLPH23]. 3D [GM20, AWUF19, BZMB23,
CRMT23, DWY19b, RES23, SSR21,
VRA18, YCHG18, ZN22].
3D-CNN-Based [AWUF19]. 3D-Obstacle [GM20]. 3G [KOJP13]. 3GPP [ACM*19, HAL18, PP22b].

4.0 [AMVM22, BPLBM21, CEZC19, DTL+21, DPR+21, Lei19, LH21b, LTP24, LBBPM21, MRRMC21, NNRR+21, Pil18, VBWW22, ZCdRR+23]. 40 [WZG+18]. 4G [AMZ+20, CTP+22].


5G/Satellite [CPF19]. 5GCAR [CGM+19]. 5th [HUM+21].


7R [KS14].

802.11 [MSK+18, SE23]. 802.11bc [GCEOIBT23]. 802.16e [SIJA10].

95 [SU17a]. 9th [Bod22].

Activity
Activity-Based [MMMH^{19}]. Actuating [ZLS^{19}].
Ad [AASAI^{22}, BRP^{+13}, CGT^{21}, DLK^{10}, FR^{16}, IZK^{+23}, IT^{24}, KH^{19}, MZH^{22}, SS^{15}, TT^{22}, YT^{18}]. Ad-Hoc [KH^{19}].
Adaptation [MCR^{+23}]. Adaptative [VOP^{22}].
Adapted [OLCMdA^{20}, SIZD^{12}]. Adapter [KMS^{+12}].
Adapting [KPB^{23}, Sac^{19}, WKF^{+21}].
Adaptive-Greedy [CD^{23}].
Adaptively [WKW^{18}]. ADASs [LLCL^{23}].
Added [HLLT^{10}]. Adders [FG^{17}].
Addiction [DIG^{20}, RNFS^{20}]. Addictions [RRS^{20}].
Addition [RK^{19}]. Additional [ALST^{20}].
Additive [GDN^{+23}]. Addressing [PA^{13}, RES^{23}, VKN^{+19}, XKKL^{23}].
Adjacency [LYD^{22}]. Adjacency-Information-Entropy-Based [LYD^{22}]. Administration [GTM^{22}, Sta^{23}].
Admitted [PLOT^{23}]. Adolescent [ISG^{20}, SRMJ^{21}]. Adopt [MSC^{19}].
Adults [HS^{18b}, Pri^{23}, VYN^{19}]. Advanced [DIE^{+21}, EARP^{+24}, DMP^{+23}, KGKP^{20}, LF^{24}, MAW^{+19}, NSV^{17}, PGSL^{20}, WSN^{24}].
Advancements [KBF^{+22}]. Advances [Fer^{12}, HAL^{18}, KTUF^{19}, LARPHA^{23}, Mal^{20}, MTM^{22}, SHC^{18}, Wan^{23}].
Airs [KP^{15}]. Aect [BCT^{21}]. Aected [TC^{21}].
Aecting [GN^{16}, MDPHB^{23}, NPWC^{24}, VLMP^{21}, Yan^{19}]. Aective [SAF^{14}].
Agencies [THL^{21}]. Age [KKP^{22b}, PVM^{22}, Rah^{22}]. Age-of-Information-Aware [VM^{22}]. Ageing [ACK^{+16}]. Agencies [THL^{21}].

AI-Based [CD+21, Or22, Suf23].


Algebraic [KGKP20]. Algorithm [AMK+21, ADM+19b, AKM+23, AK22, ADS21, ASL24, AMSM23, Bi14, CD23, CZHH15, CXG+22, ELCS20, FSY+22, FKZ22, FHZ+24, GAMPACRA24, Han13, HA23, HF20, HC21, JHL+18, KKEV17, KLTC17, LWHR14, LSC+17, LTY18, LNA17, LW19, LSA19, LXY21, LZZ+21, MTA+20, MK22, MS22, OLCMAD20, ON23, RRM22, RGC21, Rik23, RCL21, SG+22, SFEK18, SDM22, Str22, TAM22, TTKZ19, Tra18, WYX18, WLL20, WZL+20, XCW+22, XQLZ19, XGN19, YYYW20, YLY+22, YBO+23, YWW+19, ZWW+17, ZCZ17, ZSS+18, ZMZ+22]. Algorithms [ARAAA19, BPLBM21, CRM23, GFPVLR+23, GX20, KKG+24, KK21, KK23a, KBF23, KHRG19, LBMPB21, LN19, LIM23, MWY19, MWL20, OOM+23, RZCL19, RPHJ11, SLZJ23, SWY+18, TBT+23, TH20, VCAJMM22, WL20, WY19, XCW+22, ZWS+20, ZZY19].

Alignment [GSO+10, RFD23, WJB22]. Allocation [ASL24, APAR22, DNZ22, ELCS20, ENT21, GWF+23, HF20, JWRX17, KALY17, KCV22, LTY18, LRZ23, LH21c, LWZL22, LNH23, NST23, OFK19, PAK+23, QAM17, SDM21, SIJA10, SXKH19, SHN+19, SNH+19, UKF+10, WYS+17, WSM20, YPM22, ZWL+24]. Allow [KLKA19].


Analysis [TPKA20, TCG19, TPR+23, TC21, TSE21, TSDG22, THL21, TUI22, VCRCSV+21, WX20, WBK+23, WYS22, YPG20, YLYL22, YSEK20, YZC+20, YWW+23, ZLL18, ZLL19a, ZLS+19, ZZJ+23, ZLL+23].

Analytic [HNHH23, TWZ20]. Analytical [DG13, EAKM22, GLRM19, LAG+18, SLV+12]. Analytics [AKYP23, AFB23, AH21, BMS20, CL19, GMMI16, MEH+22,
MT20, SPSS17, SJ12, VDSK23, VI16.

Analytics-as-a-Service [GMMI16], Analyze [CTM19, SG21b]. Analyzing [AMG22, GRG21, JLH+13, LF16, PL22a, VK+21]. Anchor [VKG21], Android [Ckk21, CYO+17, Ddv22, JLH+13, KAS+20, TPkA20]. Anemia [RHV17].


Analyzing [AMG22, GRG21, JLH+13, LF16, PL22a, VK+21]. Anchor [Vkg21], Android [Ckk21, CYO+17, Ddv22, JLH+13, KAS+20, TPkA20]. Anemia [RHV17].
Arabic [ADAq20, AA19a, ATH18, AAC21, AFAAM19, FGSD22, GMA20]. Architecting [AA19b, DSM21]. Architectural
[BM14, Dua21, MZ19s, PR11, Tas10]. Architecture [ASM22, AAA+19, ACM+19, BCFP21, CTP+22, CGM+19, CAL23, EAB19, FWFV19, FMMS21, GANT21, GRA+23, HHLZ23, HEP+11, KGRP21, KPP+20a, KE22, LBG+14, LW11, LZL+17, LW21, LFM+19, MTF+21, NIK+21, PKKS21, PPR+20, Pec18, PORM+23, PLA+24, PCF+14, PP22b, QLR+22, RC18, RDD+14, RAA+18, RF23, SG12, SADP21, Sem11, SGW22, SNKG20, SPT23, TMP22, TKH+11, YHSW19, ZTBD20].
MAVS20, MPCS+23, MS22, QDL22, SBN+23, SA21, SZL21, SS15, WKW18, WLCS17, WQH23, ZHZ+19, ZXWZ21.


Attention [CZZZ22, CGnCD20, CYC+21, CZL21, LH21a, LLZL19, LDZ+23, LMPT19, PDI21, PW21, PB23, SBN+23, SJ20, TCH23, WX20, WZ18, WCYL20, XDS+19, YWS22, YLPW21, YWW+23, ZLXY19, ZL19a, ZCHG19, ZLW21, ZGZ+18, ZXMB22].

Attention-Based [TCH23].

Attentional [SW21a, WCZ21].

Attentive [KES22].

Attitude [ASAH+23, LL20b, SG21a].

Attitudes [HRKL21].

Attraction [GLRM19].

Attribute [MKPG22, MLL+22, SHHM21, SY19, SX20].

Attribute-Based [SHHM21, SX20].

Attributed [LLL21].

Attributes [KDK22, PDT215, VIK+19, VKMG22].

Attribution [FRKS22].

Audience [LOL23].

Audio [Hor19, ITH+21, Lal14, LF23].

Audio-Visual [Hor19, ITH+21, Lal14].

Audiovisual [VKV+22].

Augmentation [MKJS22, VR21, WWL21].

Augmented [Ant12, BS17, HF22, Jrr12, M4M+21, PEN23].

Augmenting [RGP22].

Australia [KYG22].

Australian [ERBL2].

Austrian [ESB+20].

Authentication [ADM19a, AFS+22, Alb21, ADS20, ADS21, AM23, BB324, BAR+21, BKCL23, CCC21, ESB23, EAH21, GPPB21, GMS+20, JH1+23, Li23, MMS22, OPGH23, RX18, SBS18, SST23, VKV22].

Authentication-Based [GMS+20].

Author [BHH12, DMS+22].

Authority [WZX20].

Authorizations [SWGL19].

Authorship [CGMM22, FRKS22, KRSF22, RKS+21].

Autism [Pri23].

Auto [AMZ+20].

Auto-Closing [AMZ+20].

Autoencoder [DDD+22, LNT+24, MA23, SLZY21, YMH22].

Autoencoders [ZH21].

Automated [ABC22, KMS+12, KSE+20, LPPG22, LLY24, PG19, SKM21, TZ22].

Automatic [AGO+23b, GPA23, GSO+10, MT23, Ngu19, PCM22, RK19, SY1L21, VKA17].

Automatically [WZL23].

Automating [AF22, BGD09, PMGG21].

Automation [CSIS19, CMH10, LK20, MSAD22, MUS11, WMS23].

Automations [KVVD22].

Automaton [PG23].

AutoML [GOM23].

AutoML-Driven [GOM23].

Automotive [HH20, SAC24].

Autonomic [ALLR16, AS15, AAE+22, LBG+14, SKT+19].

Autonomous [Adi23, BZDP19, Du21, FAT19, HS20, KUBS22, MCH+20, TTO+19, YKY18].

Autoregressive [CMP+19, TRL24].

AUV [LLB21].

Availability [Kab23, SN323b, SHB23, WC23, YT18].

Available [GMB+21].

Avatar [TEE10].

Average [CMP+23a].

Avoidance [GM20, HS20].

Avoiding [GB20, IGL+23].

Award [Giu18a].

Aware [AJ18, Alb19, ALLR16, AS24, AKJB20, BH12, CLT+22, CGT21, CFP17, CMR24, EH21, EVCL21, GM20, KALY17, Lee17b, LH24, LW15, MEO18a, MEO18b, M4K17a, MMS+19, MDRR24, PDTM15, PV21, BNK+23, SJ21, SH21, Sol22, SMK+22, TCH18, VL18a, XBS18, YSAY23, ZJJS+23, EMFH19].

Awareness [AS19, EKG24, GKK17, GRJ+19, HSC19, HT14, KKT22, LL24, LCV+17, PR12, SAM+18].

Azure [HAA23, RHV17].

Azure-Based [RHV17].

B2C [TLC15].

BA [HJA18, KSO19].

Back [SL17].

Back-Off [SL17].

Backbone [SMG13, UF+10].

Backbones [FPKK22].

Background [DLW21, ESB+20, HT14, JL219, Ray23].
Backhaul
[GAMMPCRÁ24, PP22b, VLC+19].
Bagging
[YYW20]. Baidu [ZLW21].
Balanced
[BdCRM10]. Balancing
[ARAAA19, GW15, LNW22, LHL24, SHBS19]. Ball
[LA23]. Band
[ACD+22, DDV22, VLC+23, PBAAN19, SOS+23].
Bands
[SS23]. Bandwidth
[CR11, ELC+19, LTY18, LWZL22, LNH23, LHL24b, Rok23].
Banging
[KYT+23]. Bangla
[DMS+22].
Bank
[CMS21, LLHW20, LDZ+23, MDPHB23, WWYQ19].
Banking
[ASWAE23, CPM17, OBK23]. Bankruptcy
[PLP+22, PLA+24]. Banks
[ASJ21].
Banner
[PDJ21]. BART
[LC23]. BART-IT
[LC23]. Base
[BZDP19, CPKK23, ENT21, WJBZ22, YPXH19].
Based
Based
Based
Based
[SAC24, SMB23, SMMH21, SCA+19, SSM+24, SA21, SFEC18, SW21b, SC23, SOB+19, ZSL21, SWC+23, SSD24,
Based [YLJ+19, YWW+23, ZWW+17, ZW+17, ZL+18, Z+19, ZG+20, Z+20a, ZI+W21, ZYY+C21, ZHW+23, ZYL+17, ZLZ+23, ZQC+C16, ZZ+22, ZZZL+23b, ZJS+23, ZS+22, DH+18, TADS+20].

Baseline [GSB+23]. Baselines [MKK+22].


BASN [WCY+20]. BASN-Learning [WCY+20].


Bears [Fra+23]. Behavior [AMAE+22, AASA+22, ASMM+22, BM+19, EHJ+17, GS+23a, GRB+21, JLI+13, LLZ+21, MKS+22, PVKG+23, RSX+18, SW+21a, TN+20, Y+18].


Behaviour-Based [TZ+22]. Behavioural [MT+17a]. Behaviours [A+21, SAF+14].

Beidou [DLX+19]. Being [DG+20, HCW+20, LL+20b, PPDC+22]. Belief [ZL+20]. Beliefs [GCA+22].

Beliefs-Predicting [GCA+22].

Benchmark [AAAT+21]. Benchmarking [HBMS+20, SLZ+23]. Benchmarks [LPA+22].

Benefits [ASL+22, HSI+22, HST+23, KAL+19, Kra+22].


Best [KTU+19]. Better [A+22, AF+22, GLRM+19, K+15, LOL+21].

Between [BCM+19b, RBS+21, AHM+22, GSD+17, GRB+21, HT+14, HKZ+22, J+21, LL+23b, MS+20, Ni+12, PL+22a, PNS+23, QW+18, RFS+22, SMG+13, SRM+20, TH+18, TEE+10, ZLY+20].

Beyond [HL+23, KHC+23, ND+24, YHN+21, Del+23, Ves+18].

BGP [TRC+21]. Bi [ZGZ+18]. Bi-Directional [ZGZ+18].

Bias [AAAT+21, AYR+21, GR+22b, HP+20, PP+22a, RCL+21]. Biases [R+22]. Bibliographic [AZA+22].

Bibliometric [KGRP+21, PND+23, YMJ+20].

Bidirectional [ATH+18, RAA+22, WY+22, WZ+18].

Big [AKY+23, AFB+23, AEM+23, BMS+20, BJL+22, CL+19, CL+19, DVED+20, GRR+18, KGK+24, KBF+22, LG+20, MSF+16, Pec+18, Pi+18, PH+16, QNM+19, SA+18, SG+13, TZE+21, XSM+22].

BiGRU [ZLX+19]. Billing [EAI+21]. BiLSTM [LLJ+22, WY+23].

BiLSTM-Based [LLJ+22].

BIM [CTM+22b, WS+21].

BIM-Based [WS+21].

Binary [CD+23, EAK+22, FKK+22, GB+23, LBBPM+21].
C-V2X [BHC23]. Cache
[DNZ22, LNA17, LZRd18, LXG+23, LH21c, YC22, YSEK20, ZWZ19]. Cache-Enabled
[LXG+23]. CacheHawkeye [YC22], Caches [PVM22]. Caching
[HNHH23, HF22, LSH21, RF21, SB22, SSF+18, TTKZ19, ZH21]. Cadastral
[DGADE14]. Cafés [PBB20]. Calculated
[GRA+23]. Calculation [DCHM16]. Call
[KE22]. Calls [YQG+22]. Camera
[KK1+20, TCH18]. Cameras [XYG+22]. Campania [TC21]. Campus [VCPPRC20]. Can
[BCT21, DGGS19, EM09, LPM10, MKHR21, SJ12, Trec22, ZZZ+23]. Canada
[Roy14]. Cancellation [LZZ+23]. Cancer
[OMD+22]. Canny [Vem22]. Capabilities
[AIQ23, KBKB10, UFK10]. Capacity
[ADAB21, KLG+24, WYL18]. Capital
[AP21, PKCF21, Sm13]. Capsicum
[AMR+21]. Capsule [YKS21]. Capsule-Based
[KY21]. Captioning
Car-Following [HZW+20, HSC+22]. Cardiac
[ABLR23]. CARDIAN [SACP24]. Cards
[ASWAE23]. Care
[ACBP19, HMR+21, MGFF14, PTK+23]. Career
[VNJ18]. Cargo [RF23]. Carlo
[PPM21]. Carrier [Lec17a, LWZ+21]. Carry
[FOJE19, KPF10]. Carrying
[HGL+21]. Cars [GAG19, Gog12].
Cascade [AD20, IAG+21]. Cascaded
[TH20]. Case [AP21, ADAs+22, CR21, DMS+22, ERBL12, FCR23, FZ15, FMNS11, FFM+23, Gar12, dPGMC20, GMM16, HDK+12, Hua15, JHC+20, JP21, KPP+20b, KG18, KDKG22, Kua22, LWBM22, MMF+19, MMH16, MS20, MK20, MTHN22, NZ14, NSJGN21, OLMBCRC23, PHG+20, AJT+23, RHHN21, SU17b, Sem11, THL21, Uto13, VLP21, WLM21, ZAV14, ZJX22].
Case-PrepaTec [JP21]. Cases
[AAAAM+21, BTS+21, GGT+23, KRSF22, SG19]. Category
[LCC+24]. CBDCs
[J21]. CCAM [NMH+21]. CCrFS
[MSAA22]. CACTA [DOB21]. CDN
[GZ23, IFF21]. CDNs [JLGF19]. Cell
[YBO+23]. Cells [QM24]. Cellular
[AZ19, BCM+19a, CXZ23, KP19, KTP17, KFP10, OB13, OA+22, OFK19, SSF+18, SHC18, SXXW20, WSM20, YPXH19, YPG20, YK21]. Cellular-V2X [BCM+19a].
CEMR [GXWD19]. Census [RL24].
Center [ACG22, AV+22, FML+22, GDN+23, LZZ+21, QAM17]. Centered
[GPRMG21, SIZD12, SMK+22, VKV+22, YB22]. Centerline [DOB21]. Centers
[AJ18, AGC18, ZSF18]. Central
[CMS21, MDPHB23]. Centralized
[KSD+23, ZC17]. Centre [GHG122].
Centric
[ACM+19, DN22, DNZ22, FP19, Fot20, KC19, LSH21, LH21c, LHL24b, LARPHA23, MZLP22, RYY10, SYB+18, SM19, SN22, Tri14, XNZ23a, XNZ23b, ZWZ19].
Certificatelessness
[IZK+23, WHW22, YJSL18]. CF [MK17a].
CFO [SLS20]. Chain [CTM21, FH24, MSC+21, RKT19, YOI19, Yu21a, Yu21b].
Chaining [AP22, GKG18, MP16]. Chains
[GDS23, GKG19]. Challenge
[IP16, LMK18]. Challenge-Based [LMK18].
Championship [CR21]. Change [CCCA22, CS11, CFGD20, EM09, MMH16, SLZJ23].
Changed [Den12]. Changes
[AZAV22, dSRRMC+23]. Changing
[JP13, Pet20, SYGY21]. Channel
[AAR+19, CBKL22, DNPC+22, DSMM21, HF20, KOJP13, LWY20, LH21a, LNT+23, LNT+24, ON23, SJG18, SDDB24, YC22, YWW+23]. Channels
Characteristics
[AAAA+21, BM19, BOH23, CGMVDuC19, MC12, VKKA17, WKD22, ZVV12]. Characterization
[DNPC+22, HOPGRV21, KIB+22, RMLAZOPC21]. Characters
[RGM+21]. Charger [CCTC23]. Charging
[EAHO21, WHXL18]. Charting [RMK+22]. Chatbot
[KVVD22, LS23, RT23]. ChatGPT-Based
[LWW+23, LS23, RT23]. ChatGPT-Based [LWW+23]. Chebyshev
[SST23]. Check [KSJZ23]. Checking
[BFFZ22, MSZ23]. Checkpoint [MA23]. Checks
[JLLW19]. Chemists [KH10]. Chest
[DDV22, VR21]. Chicago [DKH24]. Child
[SWP+22]. Childhood [HP20, NB12].
Children [LYMG17, VCJAMN22, ZWS20]. Chilean
[HSM19, JHC+20, LLJ16]. Chinese
[AFAAM19, Gao21, JLW19, LWX18, LLJ22, LMP19, WCZ23, WZ18, WJBZ22, Yan17, YWW+23]. Choi [FC19]. Choices [BM14].
Choosing [BM18]. Choreography
[ADG+19]. Choreography-Based
[ADG+19]. Chronic [Bad23], Chronological
[ESB+20], Chunks [YL21]. Churn
[AAC21]. CIAA [TPKA20].
CIAA-RepDroid [TPKA20]. CIDOC
[FM21]. CIDOC-CRM [FM21]. Cinema
[LL20c]. Ciphertext [SHHM21]. Circuit
[VMD+22]. Circular [WZ18]. Citation
[RCGSL19]. Citie [BMS20]. Cities
[AEM+23, AEA+23, BDZP19, BFVM14, GHA+21, Ma120, McK20, MLL+22, OGR+20, PSC19, PNdC+23, SKNG20, TWM20, WZL+20, XSSA24, YBMK21].
Citizen [DCA16, JP13, MT20, SMK+22].
Citizen-Centered [SMK+22]. Citizens
[Gar12, OGR+20]. Citizenship [Mar17].
City [AKYP23, BSM22, DTR22, GKFV24, KSD+23, KAM+19, KSG+24, LZ11, LMY21, LG23, MMF+19, SSO+19, URIH+23, ADG+19, Rot12]. Civic [AGN21]. CKMI
[CSIS19]. Class
[GSI20a, KBP22, SDL+19, YSEK20].
Classification
[ALZ+23, ADAq+22, AAE+22, AF22, BPLBM21, BG09, BCMPW21, CGnCD20, CT20, GDS23, GB3, HKZ+22, IT+21, IT24, JFIC22, KVST19, KAS+20, LWX18, LLZL19, LBPPM21, MLWS24, MMD22, MDMA21, PHG+20, SYB+18, SZT23, SWD+18, STS23, TTS23, THL21, YYW20, YZZ+20, YGG+22, YLPW21, ZLXY19, ZZZ+23, ZGZ+18, ZQL+24].
Classification-Based [ITH+21].
Classifications [WLJM21]. Classified
[TMP22]. Classifier [ASLG22, KDD+21].
Classifiers
[KAABA22, MAVS20, PCM22, RPB+17].
Classifiers-Based
[RPB+17]. Classifying
[HP21, ZJJS+23]. Classmates
[ISG20]. Classroom
[JPVC21, LF23, PLSF14, hSgLH17, VBWW22]. Clean [Fri13]. Client
[YSAY23]. Climate
[CS11, CH16, SLY+12]. Clinical
[GVY+23, YQG+22]. Cliques
[FAB+22]. Clock
[DDZ18, HNH23]. Clock-Based
[HNH23]. Closing
[AMZ+20]. Cloud
[AJ18, AH22, ADM+19b, AMA12, AAY21, AAMD21, AWSA23, AK22, AIQ23, AAA+19, AGC18, AD18, BRF+23, BSEL20, BFG+23, BB17, BCM+19b, CD23, CBRS21, CVG+22, DGD+19, DCH16, DVED20, Du21, EL+19, ELCS20, FLRS12, FYWS16, FMF+23, FBOC15, GW15, GL21, GDARM18, GGT+23, GMH18, GVY+23, GHGL22, GMM16, HSI+22, HWZP18, HC21, HWCH12, IOW16, JH17, KB23, KVWC24, KCY22, KLY26, Kral22, LKIL19, LZ18, LFGR20, MSC19, MMN19, MSIP20,
Cloud-API-Based [AAY21]. Cloud-Based [AK22, AIQ23, CBR21, GL21, PMN+20, ZSS+22]. Cloud-Edge [DVE20].
Clouds [DGD+19, SMK+22, XCSM18]. Clubs [TCG19]. Cluster [JOL22, Joo20, SJA+23].
Co-Authorship [CGMM22]. Co-Channel [KOJP13]. Co-Creation [TLV23].
Cobot [SU17b, SU17c]. Code [AKAS22, GS23, KRSF22, MT23, SKHK23, SB23, YLJ+19, dCDPC+21].
Cognition [FHS+10, K120]. Cognitive [AMF+10, AKJB20, Bi14, CZK+17, CS22, FAB+22, FM16, KLT17, Lcr16, Min20, MPCS+23, NIK+21, Pri10, RRS20, SAL21, SS23, SN23a, WWYQ19, ZCZ17, ZSZ18].
Collaboration [CGMM22, De32, MS21, Nil22, RMB+12]. Collaborations [LSN21]. Collaborative [AK19, ADG+19, CBR21, ERBL12, FGBMG19, GLD18, GGCY20, HK18, KDEA+23, LMK18, LL23b, LHL24a, MNWK21, ON23, PLG23, PFL+12, Rot12, RGP22, SYGY21, SGD19, Tag20, VP22, Whe09, YLL17, YPLZ19, ZQL+24].
College [Gao21, hSgLH17, ZZZ+22].
Collision [HJA18]. Collisions [YK21].
Collocation [Bea10]. Colluding [TH21].
Colombia [FGS+16, MFO+20, OLMBRC23].
Colombo [AKYP23]. Colony [GW15, LW19, RAU+24]. Colony-Based [RAU+24]. Color [GB20, MCM+10].
Combinationals [YY17].
Comfort [ZGL20]. Coming [Tre22].
BCFP21, CSIS19, CFPP21, DCG12, DL19, DNZW22, EW19, GS23b, GAMMPCRA24, GGL18, GRZZ18, HA23, UGJA18, JGY+24, KL23, LB23, LN23, LHSS12, LIM23, MSN13, OOM+23, OF23, Oza23, PRS22, PKS+24, RRPA17, RPG22, SU17a, SZL21, SNZ21, SZFC18, SSX20, Tra18, UKF+10, WWD21, WLCS17, WZX20, YWL22, YBO+23, ZJJS+23]. Controllable [KLG+24]. Controlled [MTA+20].

Controller [RAJZ23, SHPB19, WKW18, YLK+19]. Controllers [SDM21]. Controlling [HKZ+22, OTR+20, PKCF21, ZGL20].


Convergence [MZLP22]. Converging [PMGG21]. Conversational [MMS+19].

Conversations [MT20]. Convergecast [WC17]. Convolution [TDT+21, WX21]. Convolutional [BFL22, CBM+20, CYC+21, CH23, CKSG21, DDD+22, EVCL21, GTC19, GR22b, JTA+21, LNT+24, LQY+19, SSM+24, SYZ19, VGK21, VMTG22, VR21, WYL18, YCHG18, dOB19].

Cooling [PC23]. Cooperation [GDLG18, GFL21, HRAA19, SU17b, TEE10].

Cooperative [CFP17, DH22, FTHY21, KALY17, LYD22, MS+18, MKP22, MPCS+23, SU17a, SU17b, SSM+24, ZYY19].


Coprocessor [QNM19]. Coprocessor-Based [QMN19].

Coproduction [DCA16]. Copy [LSC+17].

Copyright [DN20, ZWW17]. Core [FWVF19, KZRH22, MPL+21, SDS+22, YPG20]. Cores [MLPH23]. Coronary [DOB21]. Correct [SOSC+16].

Correction [LRD23]. Correlated [AWSA23, SVFV23].

Correlates [HKL21]. Correlation [CLC+22, GKK+19, MSAA22, MSJ+23, PL22a, XNZ23a]. Correlations [WKD22].

Cosine [OY19]. Cost [AHMI22, BFG+23, CTP+22, CZK+17, EVCL21, GDLG18, HC21, LLJ21, MDDT20, MKK17a, PR11, SU12, TP+20, VL18a, dVBA23].

Cost-Aware [EVL21, MKK17a, SU12, VL18a].

Cost-Profiing [dVB23]. Costing [OS23].

Costs [CPM17, MGV17, RPH+11]. Council [RBSMR21].

Counselling [WK22]. Counter [SZL21]. Counterfeiting [Yu21a, Yu21b].

Countermeasures [ADS20, LL23a, OB13]. Counting [DIE+21, SC23].

Countries [AT14, BZDP19, CR21, GMRRQ+16, GKP+20, JII17].

Coupled [ZWPL19]. Course [Del21, HRRQHOA21].

Courts [CB21]. Cousins [BPPBF12].

Cover [Mah17, RFZ22]. Coverage [ADAB21, Cro19, GM20, GHFM20, SSS+19, WLZ23, YPG20].

COVID [ABSG21, AAN+21, AA21a, BCT21, CBRS21, CYC+21, CQWC22, CTM22a, Del21, ES+20, FFVP21, GNGHEM21, GFPD21, HG21, Kra20, MP20, OF21, PMP+22, RRL20, RFSOHMS21, SG21b, TC21, WKL22, YWWL22, YHN21, dCMA21].

COVID-19 [ABSG21, AAN+21, AA21a, BCT21, CBRS21, CYC+21, CQWC22, CTM22a, Del21, ES+20, FFVP21, GNGHEM21, GFPD21, HG21, Kra20, MP20, OF21, PMP+22, RRL20, RFSOHMS21, SG21b, TC21, YWWL22, YHN21, dCMA21].

COVID-19-Robocov [PMP+22].

COVIDNet [MTF+21]. CP [WX20].

CP-ABE [WX20]. CPA [SZL21]. CPS [PGSL20].

Craft [MBAS20]. Cram [LL20].

Crashes [Chu23].

Creating [SRS23, WHE09]. Created [Kra20].
Creation [CYO+17, Goe12, LW+23, MCT+20, PLA+21, TIV23, WKB+23].

Creativity [ATY20].

Criteria [FMNS11].

Crisis [MV20].

Cross-Border [KSE].

Cross-Domain [CQWC22, QDL22].

Cross-Network [CQWC22, QDL22].

Cross-Border [KSE+20].

Cross-Modal [CZZZ22].

Cross-Platform [ASN22].

Crowdsensing [KK20, Pi18, SS0+19].

Crowdsourcing [KK20].

Cryptography-Based [WUH+23].

Cryptography [AOI+20, AZS23, CISM22, FLM23, GZ21, HEP+11, TSDG22, WUH+23].
D2D [ASL17, HWCL17, HAL18, MOAI17, 
PSM+18, SSF+18, SHC22, SHC18, SHN+19, 
Wan17, WSM20, ZWL+24]. D2D-Assisted 
[ZWL+24]. D2D-Enhanced [MOAI17]. 
DA-GAN [CZZZ22, DAG [GPPB+21]. 
DAG-Based [GPPB+21]. Daily [CFG20]. 
Dairy 
[CNC+21, NSIGN21, VLMP21, VLRMP21]. Damage 
[BZP+21, KHAA21]. DASH 
[NBT22]. Dashboard [VI16, dCMA21]. 
Dashboards [Sni15]. Data 
[AI18, AKYP23, AAAHA22, AFB23, 
AEM+23, AWBS23, ACG22, AVA+22, 
APB+16, ACD+22, Aln22, AGC18, ARC+19, 
AH21, ACA+23, ACAP20, BM20, BMS20, 
BM25c, BAR+21, BNJ24, BBGP19, 
BKCL23, BC19, BMS24, BMH+19, BB23, 
BJL+22, CCTV24, CMO+21, CBRS21, 
CMP+19, CFV19, CCKH21, CGLR19, 
CWC+22, CH16, CGMVdUC19, CAL23, 
CL19, CC22b, DGADE14, DIH2, DGHH+20, 
DVED20, DGF23, EJ17, EmdMB20, 
EKG24, EAAA+23, Fio10, FMN11, 
FML+22, GSL20a, GSL22, GPPB+21, 
GPMO20, GDN+23, GL21, GKFV24, GM16, 
GVY+23, GRA+23, GHGL22, GOM23, 
GMB+21, GM19, GRRZ18, GMS+20, 
HCXH16, HS18a, HWZP18, HKZ+22, 
HBM+21, HN18, HWC12, ISLAR+22, 
JXJ19, Jec20, JP20, JT23, KST19, 
KGK+24, KS14, KCT+24, KSW21, KBF23, 
KPKM23, KPCS13, KBF+22, KVL+22, 
KH19, KSJ23, KV23, LPPG22, LDM22]. Data 
[LG20, LLY23, LLY24, LTTTS21, 
LNT+24, LZL+21, LFM+19, LG23, 
MXT+16, MGM+23, MEH+22, MMH16, 
MKJS22, MS16, MT20, MSL+14, MATP19, 
MSFM16, MKHR21, MP13, NZZ13, OF23, 
P2G3, PRDK22, Pec18, PLA+24, PCM22, 
PST+21, PYC21, Pil18, PHG+20, PHGZ20, 
PPM21, PR20, Por21, PH16, PM17, 
PNM+20, QMN19, QA24, QAM17, RBG+22, 
RAA+18, Roy14, SB22, SJA+23, SHHM21, 
SSR17, SFW23, SN23b, SZT23, SLSK21, 
SH21, Sta23, SOR16, SAZ18, SZFC18, 
SZL23, TAD23, TG13, TRB22, TC21, 
Tos23, TZE+21, UDF+19, UJ22, VPCE20, 
VR21, Ves18, VDSK23, VCB14, WLL+19, 
WWLZ21, WL21, WKF+21, WC20, XHD24, 
XSM22, XNZ23a, YJSL18, YL21, YSEK20, 
YW+24, ZZ21, ZQL+24]. Data-Driven 
[ACD+22, EAAA+23, JT23, Ves18, 
WKF+21]. Data-Enabled [MMH16]. 
Data-Intensive [CMO+21]. 
Data-Link-Layer [CAL23]. Data-Scheduling [XNZ23a]. Database 
[ARM20, EmdMB20, GM19, JT23, KHAA21, 
WJ21]. Databases 
[DGDAE14, DGB19, FK21, GRG21]. 
Datacenters [CZY17, IBBA20]. Dataset 
[BGD09, GFPVLR+23, HP21, LNT+24, 
LPA+22, MAVS20, RDAB22, TBT+23, 
VKKA17, WBK+23]. Datasets 
[AAAT21, BMB+23a, BS17, LCC+24, 
TMM22, YAV+21]. DataStream 
[MGM+23]. Dating [VYN19]. Day 
[CS22, HCXH16]. DB [FBDR23]. 
DB-Based [FBDR23]. DBA [Rök23]. 
dBFT [CCA+20]. DCAM [DNZ22]. DCT 
[SS17]. DD [AVE+22]. DD-FoG [AVE+22]. 
DDoS [AKM+23, FMMS21, HK18, HP16, 
AKAAA22, MA23, WKW18, YMH22]. 
DDPG [PKS+24]. DDPG-MPCC 
[PKS+24]. DDS [DGF23]. De-Clustering 
[CCKH21]. De-Duplication [KCT+24]. 
De-Identification [LTTS21]. Deadline 
[AD18, XQLZ19]. Deadlines [oRL19]. 
Deadlocks [Cap23]. Dealing [Cap23]. 
Debate [VLPR20, OC20]. Debt [PLOT23]. 
Decentralized [AAF+22, ACA+21, BM20, 
BKCL23, CKZ+17, CLT+22, FWLY23, 
FSXP22, GHZY23, KPP+20a, LW22, 
MT17a, OF23, SCA+19]. Decentralizing 
[CTNS21, Yiu21a]. Deception 
[ITZ20, RFSOHMSB21]. Decision 
[ARM20, AFS+23, BM18, GGRV20, 
CHMZ21, DCPG21, FMA+20, LLL21, 
MHSH16, MKPG22, MLL+22, Orn22, PR12,
Rök23, SWJ20, SZC19, VP22, YKC19.
Delay [AMK+21, BKL+19, CL+16, KKP22b, MKK17b, QWR18, US19]. Delay-Tolerant [KKP22b, US19].
Delta [SSS+19, P+23]. Demand [AYH+21, DTTK19, JR+21, KT22, Khr20, KAL+19, SWZ18, SWY+18, dSVjdALRFS21]. Demand-Responsive [SWZ18, SWY+18].
NPB, MZS19, MPT23, MV20, MMH16, MBAS20, NPB+19, OrI22, PR11, PMT+23, PB23, QAAQ21, RIS+17, RSF23, Sem11, STG+20, SH20, SIZD12, SWZ18, SYW+18, Tag20, THV+22, Tri14, WYL+21, YB22, YQ24, YXL+21, ZN22, ZYWS24, Design-Based [DCA23], Design-Two [HDK+12].


Detecting [AA21a, AASA212, Chn23, DSB23, KAAAa22, MKR22, MSAA22, RD18, SE23, SF Ek18, TS22, YC22].


Detection [SC23, SWC+23, SVFV23, SGT19, SKHK23, TMP22, TLK+20, TLM+20, TTS24, VGG21, VPCE20, VKKA17, VOP22, VMD+22, VSEH+21, WCF+16, WLL+19, WWLZ21, WQH23, XGY+22, XSS18, XY21, YLY+22, YMH22, YZC+20, ZMDCEM22, ZHZ+19, ZL18, ZCHG19, ZLT22, ZMZ+22, ZL22, ZZX19, MGFF14].


Determination [NE21]. Determining [VKKG22]. Deterministic [SDDB24].

Develop [MRRMC21, NNRR+21, PTK+23, SOR+16]. Developed [AAC+22].

Developing [AT14, CYO+17, DWY+19a, GMRRRQ+16, JI17, MVAHL+23, ML20, PLG23, SGWK23]. Development [ASK23, ACA+21, AAKS23, MB23c, ESB+20, FLRS12, FFP+22, GS12, HPC12, LA23, LWY+15, LG23, MBAS20, MS16, MGLBMMSC20, NZZ13, OLMBRCRC23, PLL11, RIS+17, SSOA+16, STG+20, SS14, SLSK21, ST20, THT18, YBMK21].

Developments [GNGL23, NZ14, Ro23].

Device [ADM19a, AN23, ADAB21, AMY24, CFP17, JWXR17, KTP17, KALY17, KTAH+23, KBF23, LH21b, NSV17, SXXW20, SF22, TL24, VMA23, ZLS19].

Device-to-Device [ADM19a, CFP17, JWXR17, KALY17, NSV17, SXXW20, SF22]. Devices [ABBK22, ABCC22, AG22, AAG+22, AGA+22, BKSS19, BC23, CLW23, CLT+22, CBD+22, DSSM21, GSL20a, HOV23, LXL+20, MS22, RC18, RSX18, RPHJ11, WZL23, YZC+20, dOB19].

DevOps [ASL22]. DF [SHC22]. Dfake [KYS21].

DFT [RGCM21]. DFT-Based [RGCM21].


Different [RF21, SLZJ23, SRS23, ZSS+22].
YLY+22, ZZZL23a, ZWZ17, ZZZL23b.

Domain-Specific [KS19]. Domains [HWCH12]. Dominance [GPK+20].

Dominant [ARA19]. Dominating [ZH+19]. Don’t [Tsi14]. Doocing [FC19].

DOORS [Tas10]. Doping [PRS22]. Double [AMEF21, BCG10, GFL21, RD18].


Down [Kra20]. Downlink [MEO18a, SHH+19, YZP22]. Downlinks [KLKP19].

Downward [WCM19]. Downward/Upward [WCM19]. DPDK [LSZ21].

DPDK-Based [LSZ21]. DPIA [GL21, HBFJ20]. DPoS [WLL20]. DQN

[XLM+23]. DQN-Based [XLM+23].

DQSM [CSDAM+23]. Dragon_Pi

[LNT+24]. Dragonfly [MKR22]. Dramatic [BCT21].

Drift [SLZ23]. Drifting [LYG23]. Driven [AMR+21, ACD+22].


Driving [Gog12, HZZC22, LLR19, WWL21, YZ23, YKY18]. Drone [BSM22, KL23, MSD+22, TAAK21, ZMDCEMI22].


DSP-Based [DDZ18, GDARM18, WZG+18]. DT [ABL123]. DTN [OT16, THT18, YT15].

Dual [CZZ+22, DYS15, JUH+23, ON23, PBAAN19, ZHZ+19, ZMB22, YWW+23].

Dual-Band [PBAAN19]. Dual-Channel [ON23, YWW+23]. Dualism [Ant12].

Dump [RM23]. Duplex [AZ19, LZZ+23, PP22b, SNH+19, SXXW20].

Duplication [KCT+24]. Duqu [BPBF12].

During [Del21, CTM22a, GBDDVS23, GFPD21, MV20, MPG20, PS17, PLA+21, RFSOHMSB21, YHN21]. Duty [SWGL19, SSX20].

Dynamic [ADM+19b, AYH22, AVE+22, BCG10, BCFP21, CR23a, CZY17, DH18, DYLZ21, DNZ22, EAH021, FSG+16, GW15, Gro17, HVS17, IUK+23, KP19, KB+22, KKT20, Lee17b, LLW21, MP16, MATP19, OS23, PDTM15, POC20, QL+21, RC18, RRM22, RAA+18, SAJ24, SDM21, SHHS19, SZFC18, TOLG21, UFK+10, VL18a, WC23, WZZL19, XCSM18, XDS+19, XQLZ19, YWS22, YBO+23, YQ24, YLK+19, ZL19b, ZXXB22].

Dynamical [TLC15]. Dynamics [MGFF14, SAL21].

E-Commerce [AZS23, CMP+19, GTM22, Khr20, TLC15, WYX18, ZSRC23].

E-Customer [KA21].

E-Democracy [Rot12]. e-Governance [LSN21].

E-Government [JII17, Yan17, AZV16, DGLK15, GS12, VLMP21, ZKV12, ZAV14].

E-Health [Nil12, RHHN21, AMAJ12, SIZD12].

E-Learning [BOH23, ESB+20, MFH22, PLA+21, JGV+21, ZSS+22]. E-Mail [SG21a, SKM21].

E-Marketplace [MBAS20]. E-Training [ACBP19]. E-Vote [CKF122].

Eagle [RRM22]. EAOA [GM20].

Early [Bad23, GS23b, GMM16, HP16]. Earth [BC19, Kra20].

Earthquake [PFL+12]. Ease [BFFC+12, KMS+12]. East [JAS21].

EASY [LSM+12, DSSM21].

Eavesdropper [THV+22]. Eavesdroppers [TH21].

Eavesdropping [HS20]. EBBA [FKZ22].

eBooks [SC20].

ECG [Ciu19].

ECOF [KAS+22].

ECOC [KAS+22].

EcoFramework [KAS+22].

Ecological [ACK+16].

EconLedger [XNC21].

Economic [KAL+19, SVV+22].

Economical [HC21].

Ecosystem [DDGHH+20, FSG+16, Fri13, GPL24, L18, SCC+23].
[DG18]. Emoticon [YKC19]. Emotion
[AWBS23, CKSG21, GCA+22, HYL+19,
LY19, PL22a, RSG21, SGMMRG21].

Emotional
[AF22, CCM+17, GRB+21, YKC19].

Emotionality
[CMD23, FG22].

Empirical
[AMAA+21, AAC21, DTL+21, EAKM22,
HSM19, HUM+21, ISG20, OBK23, RAK+20].

Empirically
[HP20]. Employing
[MV20].

Empowered
[HWCL17]. Empowering
[MEH+22]. Empowerment
[FBOC15].

EmuCD
[CSL+20]. Emulating
[Mat20].

Emulator
[CSL+20]. Enable
[KMS+12, PPP+23, QXC+21, SU17c].

Enabled
[Alb21, CRMT23, CVG+22,
DWL21, ENT21, FMM21, GWF+23,
GMS+20, Lee17a, Lee17b, LXG+23,
MMH16, MDPHB23, NA23, SJA+23, SG12,
SST23, SPT23, TZZ+21, TH20, TZE+21,
WUH+23, Vin21b, ZWP19].

Enabling
[AN23, AEA+23, AMC+24, FM16,
GDARM18, HG12, KGK20, Mac22,
MDRR24, NA23, PPKS21, PSM+18, POC20].

Enactments
[LSN21]. Enclaves
[WYL+21].

Enclosed
[GKG19, HWZP18, PRDK22, SOR16, UTO13].

Encryption
[ABBV23, FQ21, KHRG19,
NDS+23, SHHM21]. Encyclopedia
[SW21b].

Energy-Aware
[GM20]. Energy-Based
[KAL+19]. Energy-Defined
[Gal24].

Energy-Efficient
[ENT21, JWRX17, KCT+24, LXL+19,
MLL+22, Sul22, YPXH19].

Energy-Neutral
[CBD+22].

Energy-Optimized
[PVM22].

Energy-QoS
[GL13]. Energy-Saving
[LYP+19].

Engine
[BMB+23b, DSM21, KH10,
MMD21, Tra18, VG20]. Engineering
[AS19, CPRS20, CPR+20, DL10, EMM22,
GSB+23, GPM21, JJF22, KKG20, Or22,
PB23, RRP17, SK19, SXXH19, Sul22,
Yiu21b, ZZWP19].

Enough
[GLD+18, LMY21].

Enhanced
[AVV+23, AS24, CH23, DWZN16, FKZ22,
FPT20, GZ23, GS23a, KKY22, KZ24,
KAS+22, LSJ19, LYY23, MEO18a, MAI17,
MZH22, ON23, PEC18, RL24, Rec21,
SBRZ24, SE15, SS15, STZ23, TRC+21, WX22].

Enhancements
[CCA+20, KHC+23, WC17].

Enhancing
[ACM+19, BBGP19, BOH23, EAR+24,
GKFD24, KKG22b, KDA+23, KBF23,
KSG+24, PCROB21, PGH24, PNM+20,
SE23, SNI13, TAM22, TTT2, TA15, ZJX22].

Enough
[GLD+18, LMY21].

Enhanced
[LG23, PLA+21].

Entailment
[WZL21]. Entering
[BM23].

Entity
[Zha19]. Entity


FaaS [RFS22]. Fabric [LLHW20, LLW21, PORM+23].


Facilitating [LS12]. Facilitation [GGCY20]. Facility [BD24]. Factor [ASC22, ADS20, ADS21, OPGH23].

Factorization [DD+22]. Factors [AACK23, DTL+21, G16, MDHB23, NPWC24, PL22a, RHHN21, SS22, VLMP21, YB22, Yan19, ZVKK19].

Facial [LS23, SPGS23, SSS21]. Faculty [ASFAV23].


Fair [CGLR19, HHL23, HWCL17, KSSF19, MSK+18, Pri23, QXC+21]. Fairness [CLT+22, CFGD20, DPBG18, LWY20, LWZL22, SLIA10, YZP22].

Fairness-aware [CLT+22]. Fairway [Ngu19].

Fake [AdMT20, AGN21, DCPM21, HP21, LZW21, SSS21, VMGT22].

FakeNewsLab [RS22]. Fallacy [DGGS19]. False [RS22].

Fan [PC23]. FANet [SASHA23]. Farm [CNC+21, LGY23, LSM+12, PKS23].


Fault [CAS+20, DSM21, RK19, WZL+20]. Fault-tolerance [RK19]. Favor [GB20].

FC [GSL20a]. FDM [NPC+22]. FDMA [XYL+21]. Feasibility
Feature
Finding [HP16].

Finding-Based [HTW23]. Fine-Tuning [WCZ23]. Fingerprint [LYL22].
Fingerprinting [FNN21, KTAH23, dSmDQ22, SOA20, Str22].
Fingerprinting-Based [KTAH23]. Finite [DeD16, PG23]. Finite-State [DeD16].

Finnish [JSPH21]. Fire [AHS23, MSP21, WS21, XSX18].
Firefighter [SGR13]. Fighting [BCM23]. Firewall [AV23, MMM21].
Firewalls [AA21b]. Firework [MLM14].

Firms [DYW19a, PLA17]. First [AML22, GSL20a, LSZ21, LF16, VLC21].
First-Class [GSL20a]. Fisher [DWZN16].
FiWi [MG10]. Fixed [OT16, SRSD23].
Fixed-Route [OT16]. Fixing [FKK20]. FL [AN23]. FL-LoRaMAC [AN23].
Flagship [FRE22]. FLAME [MM23, BPBF12].

FLAME-VQA [MM23]. Flash [BZMB23]. Flat [EW19, LHW18]. Fleet [RS17].

Flexibility [MCA23]. Flexible
[Gro17, KAL19, NHM21, SMP21, Sor12].

Flight [FKZ22]. Flipped [JPVC21].
Floating [PMG21]. FloccAI [TAAK21].
Flooding [SLSK21]. Florence [PPB20].

Flow [FML22, IZK20, MB22, MPT23, SU17b, TCH18, TDT21, WHB21, ZJS23].
Flow-Based [MB22]. Fluent [LS23]. Fly [PMG21].

Flying
[CPKK23, KSKZ23, SJA23]. Focus [Gar12, GPRMP21, GSO21, SRM20, ZQCC16].

Focused [DBD14]. Fog
[ADM19b, ASMM22, ARC19, BMS20, BRF23, IFF21, Kab23, KVWC24, MDT20, MBH22, MC24, NBT22, Pec18, PdBRB19, Poz24, RRdBSS22, SNK20, SK23, Su122, SEB21, VdHH21, AVE22].
Fog-Based [IFF21].

Fog-Computing-Assisted
[NTB22]. Fog-IoCV [ASMM22]. Fold [JDH21]. Followers [ZAV14]. Following
[HZW19, HSC22]. FollowMe [YPLZ19].

Food [BYS21, CTM21, DCA23, PPMMS19, BYS15]. Foot [SSR21].

Futures [DZH*22]. Fuzzy [DDVP18, DCHM16, HWZP18, JP21, KKEV17, LA23, MM23, PCC+18, RFD23, Tra18, YPMM12].

Fuzzy-Based [PCC+18]. Fuzzy-NN [KKEV17]. Fuzzy-Rule-based [YPMM12].


Game-Based [KH+N22, LJF23, SAJ24]. Game-Theoretic [FC22, LSF19, PW22].

Game-Based [KHN+22, LJR23, SAJ24]. Game-Theoretic [FC22, LSF19, PW22].

Games [AKT24, BB20, GBDDVS23, MVAHBL+23, PNKK22]. Gamification [MKKG19, PJMM22].

Gamified [MVAHBL+23]. Gamifying [KYG22].

Gaming [AWSA23, BHH12]. GAN [CZZZ22, dMLMS22]. Gap [GAMMPRCA24, SPM+22].
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Although the document contains various technical terms and abbreviations, it appears to be discussing a range of topics under multi-attribute, multi-object, and multi-role analysis. Key terms include:
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The page contains numerous technical terms such as **MScf**, **MSEN**, **MQTT**, **mPOC**, **MPTCP**, **MQTT-Based**, **Mscc**, **MSEn**, **TBT**, **TBB**, and **TAK**. These terms are often associated with network protocols, communication systems, and data management technologies.
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[KSSF19, KLTC17, PW22, PKS+24, WY19, XNZ23a, XNZ23b]. Multiperspective
[MHS23]. Multiple
[NAV+23]. Multiperspective [NAV+23]. Multiplex [SAL21]. Multiplexing
[NAV+23]. Multiplication [AKDL24]. Multiscalar [dCMA21]. Multitask
[SPC22]. Multitasking [SW21a]. Multitier
[YN17]. Musculoskeletal [JTA+21]. Musical
[KPP+20b, KYT+23]. Mutual
[AdMTJ20, CLM+21]. My
[MSR+14, UDF+19]. myDIG [KS19].

N [LYL+22]. N-Trans [LYL+22]. Naïve
[HKZ+22]. Name [Bea10, FP19, GSL20a, KHM20, LYD22, LL23b]. Name-Based
[FP19]. Named
[ATH18, ARC+19, BNJ24, BKCL23, GSL22, GXWD19, ISLR+22, KST19, KH19,
LMPT19, MSL+23, SB22, YSEK20]. Names
[LYL+22]. Naming [WC20]. NAND
[BZMB23]. Nano [MAEP18]. Nano-Things
[MAEP18]. Nanoscopic [MDB22]. Narrative
[ATY20]. Narratives [DGS19]. Narrowband
[HDBD23]. National
[GVV+23, RL24, TBT+23]. Nationality
[Mar13]. Native [Dua21, GVV+23, Kra22].
Natives [GWK17]. Natural
[CS22, DGHH+20, EMMP22, HOV23, ICF+11, NB+19, PD23, STV+22, SN23c,
VCJAMN22, ZSS+22]. Navigation
[FSY+22, HS20, IAG+21, Ngu19, ZN22, ZYL17]. NB
[ADAB21, KZRH22, MOAI17]. NB-IoT
[ADAB21, KZRH22, MOAI17]. NDN
[BKCL23, KSD+23, KHM20, PFGH24,
WZX20, YHG+21]. NDN-BDA [BKCL23].
ndIoT [GSL20a], ndIoT-FC [GSL20a].
NDNs [HKZ+22]. Near [BZP+21, CC23].
Near-Sensor [BZP+21]. Neck [IKS+21].
Need [LN19, SSS21]. Needs
[PE23, Tag20]. Negative [FC19, KPC19],
Negotiation [WHXL18]. Neighbor [DH22].
Neighborhood [GKFV24]. Neither
[FKK20]. Neo [CCA+20]. NeoGeography
[For14]. Nephropathy [ZWS20]. Nerve
[SWD+18]. Net
[GRA21, SS23, ZMDCEMI22]. NetKAT
[PG19]. Nets [DCHM16]. Network
[ALZ+23, AP22, ASCM22, AGO23a, ATH18,
AA21b, Aln22, AA21c, ABB23, AEE+22,
AKM22, BMM+23a, BKL+22, BTBK21,
BZP+21, BZDP19, BKSS19, Bi14, BRP+13,
BC23, CZZZ22, CPRS20, CYC+21, CTNS21,
CH23, CASN21, CGT21, CMH10, DH22,
DJC+22, DWZN16, DLX+19, DAMAS+19,
EW19, ELC+19, ELCS20, EVCL21, FC19,
FR24, FHZ+24, FC22, FWVF19, FML+22,
GS23a, GRM23, GVV+23, GHGL22,
GRG21, GVC13, Han13, HLZ+18, UGJA18,
HCHP16, HD16, HWCL17, HY22, HGL+23,
IG10, ITZ20, JK20, JTA+21, KGK20,
KGRP21, KKK+20, KWI+19, KK21, KZ24,
KPC19, KKBG23, KLG21, GRG21, KPC19,
KKBG23, KL+24, KSO19, KBF23,
KLTC17, KKBD10, KRSF22, LL+17,
LZL19, LLDD21, LZY22, LTW21, LF16,
LQY+19, LXL+19, LNL19, LH23, MMA10,
MADS20, MSN13, MP16, MS16, MGBG21,
MGV17, MVL+21, MA23, MDRR24,
MBF+12, MLL+22, NZZ21, NLT+23,
NDS+23, NTT23, OAG21, PMA+22].
Network
[Par20, PPMMS19, PX20, PL23, RS17,
RF21, RD18, SBN+23, SMG13, SE23, SHC22,
Sal21, SAP21, SSM+24, SQK+17, SN23a,
SYGY21, SSS+19, SMN22, SST23, Smi13,
SSXH19, SYZ19, SK23, SKT+19, SG21a,
SP22, TCH23, TLK+20, UFK+10, VGK21,
VL20, Vem22, WHL+17, WZLW19, WSM20,
Network-Based [BKL22, BZP+21, Han13, NMT23, SBN+23, SSM+24, Zha19].

Networked [EUDW23, LS21, Tag20, TEE10].

Networking [AP21, ACM+19, ARC+19, BNJ24, BKCL23, BCFP21, BM14, CPKK23, CDBF19, DNZ22, DNZW22, FP19, Fot20, Gal24, GJ15, GPCP12, GTQ+22, GVV+23, ISLARP+22, IZK+20, KST19, KH19, LHL24b, Mac22, MZS19, MCH+20, Pap20, PKCF21, QSF+17, RAJJ23, SYB+18, SUF+22, SN23a, Sni13, SM19, SNZ21, STS23, VL20, XNZ23a, XNZ23b, ZWZ19].


NetworkX [PMA+22]. Neural [ASCM22, ATH18, AKM22, BFPY22, BZP+21, BC23, CBM+20, CKSG21, DAMAS+19, EVCL21, GX20, GTC19, GR22b, Han13, HSPTM+23, HY22, HGL+23, JTA+21, KWI+19, KRKF22, LDd+24, LLZL19, LWZ+21, LGY23, LrdLS19, MGBG21, MBLC22, MTHN22, MHL+23, NDS+23, OMD+22, OTR+20, PLYD20, PC23, RKS+21, SSM+24, SSR+21, SWD+18, VGK21, Ven22, WLG+22, WZ18, YZ20+20, YGY+22, YMH22, ZLY+20, ZJZS+23, dOB19].

Next-Generation [AIQ23, AEA*+23, APP22, AMI23, FWVF19, IGI10, RYY10, WZG*+18].


Numbers [VCJAMN22].


Preceding [HZW+20, WHB+21]. Precision [BYG22, KKS+19]. Precoded [GVC13].

Precoding [CDAM+23]. Predict [DGMP21, FFVP21, GKK+10, LCW+18, SLP+22, SG21a, WC23]. Predicting [AMA22, AA19a, BS17, CCD+21, CFG20, FSG22, GCA+22, JDH21, MPK+23].

Prediction [AMK+21, ADI23, Alh19, AES21, AAC21, AAE+22, CQWC22, DAMAS+19, EMH19, EVCL21, FFM+23, GS23a, GS23b, GKY+23, HBM+21, IHMG22, KTS18, LCC+24, LMH19, LLLD21, LPA+22, MKM+19, PDT23, PLA+24, RGC21, SH21, SJ20, TBT+23, TRHU23, TZS+21, TCY22, WX0, WX22, WX22, WLH+22, WCZ23, YZ23, ZWPL19, ZL20, ZWS20, ZZ19, ZLW21, ZZYC21, ZL21, ZJX22, ZZ23].

Prediction-Based [LMH19]. Predictive [KPRP24, LZL+21, NZU20, OAI+22, SMI15, SG21b, WLZ18, XLJ+22, YCS17].

Predictors [GFPD21]. Preemption [AMG22]. Preemtion-Based [AMG22].

Preference [MSX+21]. Prefetch [SMK+22]. Prefix [SYB+18].

Prehabilitation [ANAAM21]. Preliminary [CBKL22, KP15, RT23].

Premise [WZL21]. Preoperative [ANAAM21]. Preparedness [For14].


Presence [RK19]. Present [MSIP20, RK+22]. Presentation [AYRA21].

Preservation [AG22, COP14, YJSL18]. Preserve [RFZ22].


Prevent [SWP+22]. Preventing [ABL23, DL19, MT17a, RS22, WLCS17].

Prevention [AME21, ACBP19, YWLY22].


Prior [SLZY21, TRLR24, ZH21]. Priorities [IUK+23, ORL19]. Prioritisation [Tag20].


Primary [LL20c, PTK+23]. Principal [GFPVLR+23]. Principles [DCG12, HKH+24]. Print [LWB12]. Printed [CLZL18, VMD+22].

Prior [SLZY21, TRLR24, ZH21]. Priorities [IUK+23, ORL19]. Prioritisation [Tag20].


Professors [RRAGMMGG20]. Proficiency [LS23]. Profile [LLZ21, LCW+18, RMLAZOPC21].


Prognosis [SCM12]. Program [ANAAM21, APB+16, GDS23, RSF23].


Promoting [AGN21]. Pronunciation [KI20]. Proof [AMEF21, BMB23c, GKG19, HM20, HDT22, MPT23, QXC+21, SW21b, WLL20, XNC21, ZLW18].

Proof-of-Concept [BMB23c, GKG19].


Proof-of-Stake [AMEF21].

Proof-of-Work [AMEF21, QXC+21].

Propaganda [RBMSN21]. Propagation [ACD+22].

Proportion [MBC22].

Proposal [CTM22b, ELC20, EVCL21, FMM21, MFO+20, NNRR+21]. Proposed [KKEV17].

Prosocial [CGGK22].

Prospective [ST20]. Prospects [GTQ+22].

Prosumerism [PE13]. Protecting [SSDS23, SWZ+23].

Protection [AM23, AMZ+20, GL21, HXHP17, HWCH12, JT23, SSS21, TRC+21, VKKG22, WL21, ZWW17].

Protocol [AMI23, AKJB20, BBSR24, CFPP21, DGF23, EABE19, GPPB+21, GMS+20, H1Z+18, HS18a, HF14, HJAI18, KMS+12, KKEV17, KC19, MSK+18, OLCMD20, POC20, RRP17, SCA+19, SS15, WCM19, Y19, YT15, YLTV22, YW16, YLH+17, ZLWL18, CISM22].

Protocols [AK18, AI20, ACG22, AAV+22, BM14, CSL+20, DPC+24, Fra23, GKW+10, HNK+21, JT19, KKP22b, KTUF19, MLK22, ORK+19, SBS18, TT22].

Prototype [AS15, LSM+12, Tri14, VK+22, WBG12].


Provisioning [BdCRM10, BOK+21, ELC+19, KOJP13, MG10, YC16].

Proximal [ZWL+24]. Proximate [KKB20].

Pseudo [MLWS24].

Pseudo-Labeling [MLWS24].

Pseudolite [LLY12]. Psychological [CFG20, MP20, NIK+21, VGS+19].

Psychometrics [WLH+17].

Psychophysiological [KKL+20]. Public [CB22, CS11, Cop14, FAT19, Gar12, GTM22, HEP+11, HDD22, LMY21, MLL+22, Pic21, QA24, SS14, TPR+23, VKKA17].


PUE [MPCS+23].

PUF [BBSR24, SDS+22].

PUF-Based [BBSR24]. Pulverization [CPP+20].

Pump [RM23].

Punishment [Mar13].

Purchase [HSM19]. Purposes [AMAA+21].

Push [LBC18, SM19].

Push-Based [SM19].

Pyramid [YCHG18].

Q [CAS21, WWD21].

Q-Learning [CAS21]. QCA [ZY20a]. QGIS [SSR17].

QoE [EMHF19, HE20, AWS32, BS17, DTTK19, EH21, LXG+23, LWZL22, NNT22].

MVAHBL^+23, PEN23, SN23c, ZN22).

LWY+$^{15}$, POC$^{20}$. Removal [Fio$^{10}$]. Renaissance [KVL$^{+22}$]. Renewable [KAL$^{+19}$, TH$^{20}$]. Rent [PW$^{22}$]. Rent-Seeking [PW$^{22}$]. Rented [FN$^{23}$]. Reopening [CCD$^{24}$]. Reordering [LCCC$^{24}$]. RepDroid [TPKA$^{20}$]. Repetition [LMLW$^{18}$]. Replacement [LNA$^{17}$]. Replica [QLR$^{+22}$]. Replicas [LZ$^{18}$]. Report [MT$^{17a}$]. Reported [SW$^{21a}$]. Reporting [GK$^{21}$, KAS$^{+20}$, TZE$^{+21}$]. Repositioning [CCY$^{+21}$]. Repositories [GPRMGP$^{21}$, SKM$^{21}$, WSN$^{24}$, WKPC$^{18}$]. Repository [KPCS$^{13}$, PTM$^{20}$]. Representation [LLJ$^{16}$, PCROB$^{21}$, SU$^{17c}$, SCM$^{12}$, SSX$^{20}$, ZZZ$^{+22}$]. Representational [DGADE$^{14}$]. Representations [GDS$^{23}$, HL$^{23}$]. Representative [CLTP$^{22}$]. Reproducing [Sod$^{13}$]. Reproduction [CCCA$^{22}$]. Reptile [JGY$^{+24}$]. Repurposing [ZC$^{21}$]. Reputation [CPI$^{+18}$, CFGD$^{20}$, DPBG$^{18}$, DCPG$^{21}$, KST$^{19}$, KUBS$^{22}$, LGMZ$^{19}$, TPKA$^{20}$, TLC$^{15}$]. Reputation-Based [KST$^{19}$]. Request [JLG$^{19}$, LNA$^{17}$]. Requests [VL$^{18a}$]. Requirement [STG$^{+20}$, ZZ$^{19}$]. Requirements [AP$^{22}$, AZ$^{19}$, BAK$^{23}$, CPM$^{+19}$, LCMV$^{17}$, MNWK$^{21}$, RF$^{21}$, SCC$^{+23}$, TH$^{20}$]. Requiring [ANAAM$^{21}$]. Resampling [BMB$^{+25a}$]. Rescue [KVST$^{19}$, SZC$^{19}$]. Research [AP$^{22}$, AE$^{A^{+23}}$, AYH$^{23}$, BM$^{23}$, Cal$^{22}$, CXG$^{+22}$, CEZC$^{19}$, DHG$^{21}$, Del$^{23}$, DCA$^{23}$, GHZY$^{23}$, GPCP$^{12}$, GW$^{13}$, HPC$^{12}$, ITZ$^{20}$, JSP$^{11}$, KK$^{23b}$, KA$^{23}$, LLL$^{21}$, LTM$^{+22}$, NZ$^{14}$, Ngu$^{19}$, OC$^{20}$, OP$^{22}$, PNdC$^{+23}$, QLR$^{+22}$, RNFS$^{20}$, RGDsK$^{22}$, RK$^{M+22}$, SORS$^{+16}$, SWC$^{+23}$, SN$^{23b}$, SEB$^{+19}$, TSZ$^{+18}$, Tre$^{22}$, WHB$^{+21}$, WKF$^{+21}$, WZLL$^{19}$, XGY$^{+22}$, XCW$^{+22}$, XSM$^{22}$, Yan$^{19}$, ZL$^{+21}$, ZZY$^{19}$, vdSFRF$^{23}$]. Researchers [CGMM$^{22}$]. Resident [CCCA$^{22}$]. Residual [LXL$^{+20}$]. Resilience [AVV$^{+23}$, GKFW$^{24}$, KYG$^{22}$, SRSDF$^{23}$, VDKL$^{21}$, WZ$^{S+22}$]. Resilient [ADSAK$^{22}$]. ResNet [GR$^{22a}$]. Resolution [LYD$^{22}$, LL$^{23b}$, dMLMS$^{22}$, LHW$^{18}$]. Resolving [YK$^{21}$]. Resource [AJ$^{18}$, ACG$^{+24}$, AL$^{Q^{23}}$, ASL$^{24}$, BKL$^{+22}$, BHC$^{23}$, BSEL$^{20}$, BM$^{18}$, ELCS$^{20}$, EVCL$^{21}$, GWF$^{+23}$, HKZ$^{+22}$, HWCL$^{17}$, HZCZ$^{22}$, ICF$^{+11}$, JWRX$^{17}$, KALY$^{17}$, KCY$^{22}$, KLG$^{+24}$, KSSF$^{19}$, KLZ$^{21}$, LJ$^{R^{23}}$, LHSS$^{12}$, MCR$^{+23}$, MVMLH$^{24}$, NST$^{23}$, SA$^{21}$, SGLZ$^{20}$, SLJ$^{A^{10}}$, SHN$^{+19}$, UF$^{K+10}$, WSM$^{20}$, YPMM$^{12}$, ZLY$^{+20}$, ZWL$^{+24}$]. Resource-Constrained [SA$^{21}$]. Resource-Efficient [LHSS$^{12}$]. Resources [ELC$^{+19}$, Gao$^{21}$, ICF$^{+11}$, KAL$^{+19}$, LHL$^{24b}$, Pet$^{20}$, SFD$^{20}$, TCG$^{19}$, YLP$^{21}$]. Respiratory [DDV$^{22}$, IHMG$^{22}$, VMAG$^{23}$]. Response [ABSG$^{21}$, Cro$^{19}$, KT$^{22}$, PFL$^{+12}$]. Responses [CS$^{11}$, HC$^{19}$]. Responsible [AHP$^{23}$]. Responsive [SWZ$^{18}$, SWY$^{+18}$]. ReSQoV [KCY$^{22}$]. REST [HS$^{18a}$, LNG$^{19}$]. REST-Security [LNG$^{19}$]. RESTful [KMS$^{+12}$, dCdPC$^{+21}$]. Restoration [JMZ$^{+22}$]. Results [BRP$^{+13}$, HN$^{HHH}$, KA$^{23}$, SDB$^{24}$, S$^{RM}$]. Resume [SZ$^{T}$]. Retailers [TLV$^{23}$]. Retailing [FR$^{E+22}$]. Retention [AH$^{21}$]. Retrieval [BMS$^{24}$, CZ$^{ZZ}$, D$^{PR+21}$, FWL$^{22}$, LWBM$^{22}$, RRT$^{20}$, ZZZL$^{23a}$]. Retrieving [FAB$^{+22}$, Uto$^{13}$]. Retrospective [AAN$^{+21}$]. Reuse [ASK$^{23}$]. Reverse [TY$^{H}$]. Reversable [CCKH$^{21}$]. Review [AK$^{18}$, AH$^{22}$, AZH$^{22}$, AP$^{22}$, AZAV$^{22}$, AAMD$^{21}$, AN$^{22}$, ACG$^{22}$, ADS$^{20}$, AEA$^{+23}$, AYH$^{23}$, AA$^{21b}$, AHD$^{21}$, ACA$^{+21}$, AAA$^{+20}$, BMS$^{20}$, BAK$^{23}$, BTS$^{+21}$, BG$^{09}$, BFL$^{20}$, CP$^{K}$, CR$^{23a}$, CWC$^{+22}$, DRK$^{+22}$, DI$^{G}$, ER$^{10}$, ES$^{BE}$, EUD$^{W}$, FAC$^{22}$, GHA$^{+21}$, GDARM$^{18}$, GGW$^{18}$, GM$^{23}$, HSC$^{+22}$, HHM$^{+23}$, HP$^{16}$, HAL$^{18}$, IDR$^{23}$, IT$^{24}$, KGKP$^{20}$, KT$^{22}$, KIG$^{23}$, KRS$^{K}$]

[RAJJ23]. SAES [Sac19]. Safe
[CTM22a, EAAA+23, ML20]. Safer
[BM19, BBM20, LrdLS19, VYN19]. Samples [UJ22, VMD+22]. Sampling
[JHL+18, LXY17, YYW+19]. Sandbox
[NIK+21]. Santa [WBG12]. Sardinia
[FZ15, ZL14]. SARS [CR21].
SARS-COV-2 [CR21]. SASLedger
[CXG+22]. Satisfaction [GHGL22, HKZ+22, STG+20, SWZ18, ZS18, ZN22]. Satisfied [KCY22]. Saturation
[KAAAA22]. Saudi [AAN+21, AP21]. Saving
[DXL+22, Lee17b, LYP+19]. Savings
[CPM17]. Sayonara
[CYO+17]. SC-FDM [DNPC+22]. SCADA
[CISM22, MEJA23, TSZ+18]. Scaffolding
[BdBC23]. Scalability
[ABB23, HM20, SN23b]. Scalable
[AGN21, KGRP21, KCY22, NBT22, PNM+20, SADP21, SPS+21]. Scalar
[AKDL24]. Scale [AFB23, GMRRQ+16, HP21, JXA19, JHC+20, KGK+24, LF23, MR23b, QHX+24, SKKS22, VKG21, WLMJ21, XY21, XSSA24, YCD+23]. Scales
[DI20]. Scan
[APB+16]. Scanning
[HVS17]. Scenario
[AALS21, FN23, SZC19, Tre21]. Scenarios
[AMF+10, DTR22, KVWC24, MGV17, MSHH16, NA23, SADP21, SYZ19, SEB+19, Tre22, WC17, ZMZ+22]. Scene
[GGD23, LJWX23, LL20a]. Scheduler
[ABK22, AGC18]. Scheduling
[ARAA19, And21, AD18, CD23, FML+22, IUK+23, KAL+19, LW19, LSZ21, MMA10, MC24, oRL19, SU17b, STCP21, SGLZ20, SIJA10, Su22, SZFC18, TGS+19, WHXL18, XQLZ19, XNZ23a, YCS17]. Schema
[DH22]. Scheme
[AJ18, AOI+23, ADM19a, AALS21, AZ19, Alb21, AD820, AASA22, AMC+24, ABS20, BL22, CGLR19, CCC19, HK18, IZK+23, JUH+23, LW222, Li23, LCW+18, LH1c, LCCC24, LN19, MXT+16, Mah17, PZH+18, PYC21, QMN19, SJG18, SZL19, SXXH19, SZZL23, SMK+22, TPKA20, WSM20, WC20, XSX18, XNZ23b, YY17, YPLZ19, ZWZ17]. Schemes
[JKM+23]. Scholar
[LTM+22, RCGSL19, RCL21]. School
[ER21, GNGHEM21, JP21, LL20b, LL20c]. Schools
[MS20, TC21]. Science
[BBMR19, BOKC19, Dei21, HRKL21, Let16, LAC+18, MT20, PBB20, Por21, Tos23, MGLBMMSC20, YMJ20]. Sciences
[WKF+21]. Scientific
[AD18, EM09, ER10, FAB+23, FAS+23, HC21, LS23, MGLBMMSC20, WBG12]. Scientists
[Ven18]. Scientometric
[SGMRRG21]. SciFlow
[ER10]. SCMC
[Mah17]. Scope
[HNHH23, LMF23]. Scoping
[MVAHBL+23, vdSFRF23]. Scopus
[RCGSL19]. Score
[MGBG21]. Scores
[FPT20]. Scoring
[AGO+23b]. Scratch
[PPM22]. Screen
[CCCA22]. Screening
[GVY+23, Pri23]. SD
[EH21, TRC+21]. SD-BROV
[TRC+21]. SD-WAN
[EH21]. SDCG
[ZQL+24]. SDMw
[HVS17]. SDN
[Pap20, AV23, AF21, AHHII22, FMMS21, HK18, KSD+23, KAAAA22, MWY19, PG19, SDM21, SHBS19, SZFC18, SP22, WKW18, YHSW19]. SDN-Based
[AV23, AF21, KSD+23, MWY19, YHSW19]. SDN-Enabled
[FMMS21]. SDN-NFV
[SP22]. SDNs
[YLK+19]. SDR
[MM21]. SDR-Based
[MM21]. SDWSN
[AHKC23]. SDWSN-Based
[AHKC23]. Sea
[WLG+22]. Seagull
[AK22]. Seamless


Semi-Persistent [ABK22].
Semi-Supervised
[KHP+22, KAAAA22, MLWS24].
Semi-Synchronous [YSAY23, Semi-TCP [ZIJX18]. Sending [HYL13]. Senior
[ACK+16]. Sense
[CMS21, GSD+17, OY19, TTO+19].
Sensemaking [GPCP12, VI16]. Sensing
[BYG22, EUDW23, UGJA18, He15,
HMRI+21, KV23, Oie12, SSM+24, TZZ+21,
WWYQ19, XZ19, ZCZ17]. Sensitive
[LLY24, PCM22, ZQL+24]. Sensor
[AAAHA22, ABB23, BZP+21, BAR+21,
BF18, CH16, CCTC21, CMH10, CFX20,
DPC+24, IDR23, JBS+23, JCPV22, LZ23,
MMA10, MCM+10, MGM+23, MP13,
NMT23, SJA+23, SLW17, TAMA22,
TAHO23, TSDG22, WCF+16, WCM19,
WXL+23, WLZ18, XSS18, YW16, YLH+17,
ZLS19]. Sensorial [BKS19]. Sensors
[ABLR23, DMP+23, MKR22, TEE10].
Sensory [DMP+23, FRT+22, PHGZ20].
Sentence [BOB+20]. Sentiment
[AWBS23, CWC+22, JLW19, KDEA+23,
LLZL19, LLJ22, MKK+22, PPN18, SH21,
TPKA20, THL21, WCZ23, YWS22, YWW20,
YWW+23, ZL19a, ZZ19].
Sentiment-Aware [SH21]. Sentimental
[JXJ19]. Sentinel [GMLS22]. Sentinel-2
[GMLS22]. SEO [GK19, KLKA19].
Separate [AGN21]. Separated [CPP+20].
Separation [SWGL19, SSX20].
Separation-of-Duty [SWGL19, SSX20].
Sequence [ARAA19, LC23, QM24].
Sequence-to-Sequence [LC23].
Sequential [DYLZ21, MT23]. Series
[CRZ3b, KLKP19, KPKM23, PLA+24,
PW21, TOLG21, TRLR24, WX20, WLG+22].
Serious [MVAHBL+23]. Serpent [MS22].
Server [PXC18, ZZWP19]. Serverless
[FR24]. Servers [HWZP18, SGLZ20].
Service [AP22, AMG22, ABK22, ARC+19,
AAD+12, ASL17, BB17, CCD+21, CL16,
CC22a, CH16, CMH10, Ciu19, CSC21,
DCH16, DGF23, ESLB20, FR24, FHZ+24,
FFM+23, GL13, GMM16, GKK18, GKK19,
IKP+13, IUIL23, KAB23, KTS18, KMS+12,
KG18, KA21, KKT20, LGB+14, LW11,
LW21, MHS23, MP16, MN19, MKvD11,
MKSV+19, MSC+21, NSV17, NPM+18,
PDTR15, PZH+18, PSTZ23, PN+20,
QLL+21, RRM22, RF21, SB22, SYB+18,
SMG13, SSH20, SPT23, SW20, SGDT19,
STS23, SWY+18, TBT+23, TKH+11, UB18,
dSVJaLS21, VVHF19, WWB+20,
WYW+22, GYV+23]. Service-Oriented
[LW11, MP16]. Services [AFS+22,
BOK+21, BDL22, CHH+16, CPF19, CR11,
DTTK19, FC19, Fer12, FAB+12, FGBM19,
Fra18, GTM22, HGL+23, IFF21, JRP21,
JAS21, KMS+12, KCY22, KPC19, LW11,
MKSV+19, NMH+21, NSD+22, PSM+18,
RAK+20, SIZD12, SWZ18, Tri14, VP22,
WZL19, Yan17, YKC19, ZKV12, ZZWP19,
ZSS+22, RGdSK22]. Serving [LW20].
Session [LW24]. Session-Aware
[LW24]. Set
[ACAP20, GM19, Mah17, ZHZ+19].
Set-Valued [ACAP20, GM19]. Sets
[HCMX16]. Settings
[ARR+19, BD24, BLW+17, BMI18]. Setup
[KP15, SOR16]. Sextortion [PB23].
Shadow [ZMDCEMI22]. Shadowing
[KP19]. Shallow [YZZ+20]. SHAP
[GDN+23, MPK+23]. Shape [SSR+21].
Shapelet [KVST19]. Shaping
[HGF21, Khr20, KA21]. Shapley [GDN+23].
Shared
[EEAA+23, MAW+23, WC23, JYS1L18].
Shares [BLU+15]. Sharing [AGC18,
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